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INTRODUCTION

Darja Osojnik
I am Darja Osojnik and I love my life. I love it because I
have choosen the best work of all. Design.
Design for me is a sweet pleasure of estethic creation and
rigid rational work at the same time. It is a constant combining and balancing different fields and interests with
the purpose of making the perfect result, which makes
things, situations and work easier to the user and improve
their life. Design is a process, which connects specialists of
different fields to collaborate and create better living.
I am inspired by nature where even the most complex of
systems are solved with pure simplicity. The abundance
of many different technologies has gradually made us
ignorant of the fact that the most important things to us
are those that are primal ever since.
I believe our mind is capable much more than we are
aware of and I want to exceed the boundaries of what has
already been done, seen and used.
I do not support consumer society thinking. I do not agree
with policy of planned obscolence and I reject philosophy
of producing things just to sell. I follow Fuller and Papanek. In the process of designing I follow ten principles for
good design by Dieter Rams.
Ceramics, glass, stone, painting and textile are fields that
offer me challenges for artistic and personal expression.

telephone
e-mail
address

+386 (0)40 251 991
darja.osojnik@hotmail.com
Cesta III/4, 3320 Velenje, Slovenia
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CURRICULUM VITAE

Abstract

education
Designing Materials - stone
Srecko Kosovel School Centre, Higher Vocational College,
Kraška ulica 2, SI - 6210 Sežana, Slovenia

Erasmus exchange
HDK, School of design and crafts, Gothenburg University,
Box 131, SE-405 30 Gothenburg, Sweden.

Master’s degree in Industrial Design
ALOU, Academy of Fine Arts and Design, University of
Ljubljana, Erjavčeva 3, SI - 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia

work experience
President of Cultural and Arts Association
Koncentrat
january 2013 - present

Artist, Designer and Project manager for
projects of group Koncentrat
january 2013 - present

Student Intern at Kamena Beno Ogrin s.p.
maj - september 2014

Student Intern at Kvadrat Plus d.o.o.

computer skils
3D
Rhinoceros
Solidworks
Photoview 360
AutoCad

2D
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe InDesign

Video

Gammar school Velenje – Art department, Trg Mladosti 3,
SI – 3320 Velenje, Slovenia

november - december 2013

Adobe After Affects
Windows Movie Maker

Product designer at Plastika Skaza d.o.o.

Other

Completed primary education

june 2012 - march 2013

Microsoft Office (Word, Powerpoint)

Secondary school diploma

Primary school Gorica, Goriška cesta 48, SI – 3320 Velenje,
Slovenia

Darja Osojnik

Kurator, designer and artist of exhibition
SUSTainART
february - june 2012

Student Intern at Gorenje Design Studio d.o.o.
october - december 2011

Product designer at Gorenje d.d.
june - september 2011

Model maker for Vacsi d.o.o.
december 2012

Student intern at Zlatarna Celje d.d.
avgust 2008
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BRINJEVKA (FIELDFARE)
client
project date
my approach

the result
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Darja Osojnik

Stone plaques for festival Brinjevka (fieldfare)
Higher Vocational College Sežana Student project for
festival of children’s popular song Brinjevka (fieldfare)
mentor: Damjan Švara
february 2014
Brinjevka is a festival of a children’s popular song, organized on Kras, region of Slovenia, which is known by
its stone tradition. Because the plaques were made for
children, who won the festival competition, I wanted the
sculptures to express their world. So the shapes of birds

resemble children’s drawings of birds. The birds are
developing from the childlike drawing of a bird, resembling an egg, to a virtuouse shape of the elegant
bird. Scoles with its raw, fractured upper surface
are reminding of a Karst region. Because of the rich
tradition of stone on Krast, their regional limestone is
used.
Challenges that I have faced in making birds, have
been creating smooth surfaces and symmetrical,
organic form just with an angle grinder, and drilling
straight holes in a bent surface.
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PLADENJ ZA PRŠUT
client
project date
my approach

the result
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Stone tray for the prosciutto
Higher Vocational College Sežana, mentor: Damjan Švara
december 2013
The Krast region is known for its tight connections with
a stone and traditional way of making the prosciutto. On
the Practical work during the study on Higher Vocational
College in Sežana, we got an assigment to create a tray for
the prosciutto from a regional limestone. As the smoked
ham is a delicacy, I created a tray that holds carried food
up in the air. The tray metaphorically as much as literally

honours and expresses the respect to the food served.
The challenge that I have faced in making, was to create a curved bottom surface, because of the possibility that the rock burst.
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CUISINE SOLO LINE
client
project date
my approach

the result

Kitchen utensils from ecological plastic
Plastika Skaza d.o.o.
june 2012 - march 2013
Plastika Skaza wanted their new line of cookware to be
elegant, fresh and innovative. As it is made of plastic
the target group would be young people with an esthetic taste. They would use it on camping, in their holiday
houses, or new homes, where there is usually lack of free
space. Therefore I wanted the tools to be economically
stacked on each other. The technology of production is
plastic injection molding, so that was one of the basis for
design.
Solo line of kitchen utensils consists of a small and large
cutting board, a cooking spoon with a rest, a spaghetti
ladle and a turner, a strainer, a ladle, a masher and a hot
dish pad. It is made in green and cappuccino colour. The
line addressed the issues of environment protection,
while it is produced from recycled PET bottles.
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links and publications
- http://www.cuisine-skaza.com/en/solo.html?___from_
store=en
- Sejem Ambiente, with Plastika Skaza d.o.o., 15.-19.2.2013
- Delo in Dom magazine and http://www.delo.si/arhiv/
minimalizem-v-dzungli.html, Aleksandra Zorko, About
Frankfurt’s Ambiente Fair, 15.3.2013
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SET OF AMULETS
client
project date
my approach

Ceramics and glass amulets
ALUO, mentor: Tanja Pak
2010/2011

They represent notions that are usually needed at key
moments of our lives:

Amulet is something small, personal. It is something that
protects and encourages a person who posesses them
through hard periods of life. With it in a pocket, a person
feels safer and stronger.

Freedom, air, feelings
Wisdom, intellect
Friendship, love
Energy, positivism
Stability, balance

Amulets of the set are made from glass and ceramics.

the result
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DETERBALL

Detergent cointainer

client
project date

Gorenje international Smart Kitchen Accessories Contest
2010

my approach

I wanted to create a smart and innovative solution to the
existing plastic detergent container for hand washing of
the dishes.

the result
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Deterball is a detergent container and it enables easier and
simpler hand-washing dishes. It is environmentally friendly as it introduces control over the use of detergent. It is
an original solution for an everyday situation of dishwashing as it allows single-handed use.

Darja Osojnik

Washing emulsion is appied on a sponge with a simple slip
on a top of a product. It works with the help of a ball inside
which brings the detergent in the bowl from the bottom to
its top.
Deterball won the first prize of Gorenje international Smart
Kitchen Accessories Contest 2010.
Later we developed the Deterball to the stage of production with collaboration with Gorenje d.d.
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DETERBAL
publications

expanded model and use
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Detergent cointainer
- http://www.gorenjegroup.com/en/44229?aid=2629
- http://www.gorenjegroup.com/en/44229?aid=2825
- Delo in dom magazine, article about international Gorenje Simplicity competition, 8.12.2010
- Delo- kultura, article about international Gorenje Simplicity competition, 3.12.2010
- Naš čas weekly newspaper, article about international
Gorenje Simplicity competition: Povezava gospodarstva,
oblikovanja in kulture, december 2010

- Pika na G, article about international Gorenje Simplicity
competition: Ko postane oblikovanje družbeno odgovorno,
Gorenje house magazine, december 2010, letnik XV
- Gorenje Magazine, article about international Gorenje
Simplicity competition: Design simplicity with a twist, 2011
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KOLONI LIGHTS
client
project date
my approach

Ceramic lights
ALUO, mentor: Iztok Maroh
2009-2011
The idea was to create a new object from objects that
were used before in other function.
Buttons are small, but a very important and noticeable
element on our clothes. I wanted to connect smaller pieces
in a bigger unit, in which one element would be a perfect
piece with its own story, beauty and character. In a composition with others they would create a new story.

the result

Darja Osojnik

I made a lamp of little ceramic buttons. Pieces form
a lace, through which the light is shining. The name
Koloni comes from the word colony. I chose it because
the relations and connections between pieces, little
buttons is here very important here.
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GRADKI
client
project date
my approach

the result
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Wooden toy
ALUO Student project for Kokolj & Švagan d.o.o.
2009/2010
From a target group analysis, I determined guidelines for
designing a toy: One of the best construction toy is Lego,
but its’ drawback is that the child can not actively move
around and play among the constructed objects because
of its size. As the essencial thing in childhood is socializing, the new toy should offer quality way of collaboration
with others. Because we were designing a toy made of


wood, one of my goals was also to use the potencial
of the material.
The result is a toy Gradki, which is a construction toy,
made for children over 3 years. It helps children to
improve space perception and logic. It is not made
just for assembly and disassembly, but it also creates
a place for playing. So it contributes to expand child’s
imagination. Gradki is a group toy at which the child is
learning collaboration with others.
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GRADKI
groups of compositions

Wooden toy
It consists of 14 different components that are assembled
in more than 25 different compositions. Parts are jointed
with simple pinning.
Groups of compositions that can be made:
Moving (car, train, swing, ambulance ... )
Built (tunnel, house, bridge, castle ... )
Theme (shop, restaurant, school, kitchen, workshop ... )

details
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publications
Rtv Slo 1 , Ars 360, http://tvslo.si/predvajaj/ars-360/
ava2.60911882/00:11:25/0:0:0/
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JEŽ (hedgehog)
client
project date
my approach

the result
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Quartz-plaster sculpture
ALUO, mentor: Boštjan Drinovec
2009/2010
This sculpture is made with a technique of molded fingers
and later attached together. Visible frightening details of
the real finger, skin and nails can be seen on each finger.
Because each finger is bent in its direction, it seems that
the object is crawling.

Darja Osojnik
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RECIKLARNA
client
project date
my approach

the result
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Project and trade exhibition
group Koncentrat
november - december 2013
Reciklarna is a project of reuse and recycling. Sale of
second-hand things in Slovenia is still not widespread. At
times, when always new things are offered to us, we can
take an advantage of the potential of old waste material
and revive it again. This way we would reduce waste and
regain the affordability of items. I was responsible for organizational part of this project. I also designed all printed
materials. With other members of group Koncentrat we

creatively renovated the redundant pieces of residential equipment and everyday useful items that were
no longer usable. New functions or value were given
to the objects that would otherwise no longer serve
their purpose. During the proces of working and with
our results we draw attention to a different, innovative use, open the path to imagination and making of
products.
The results of the project were fresh, innovative works
of art, which were presented at the trade exhibition
Reciklarna on the 7.12.2013.
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RECIKLARNA
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Project and a trade exhibition

Darja Osojnik
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SUSTainART
client
project date
our approach

the result
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exhibition
VŠVO (Higher College for Environmental Protection)
february - june 2012
With collaboration with two other artists, VŠVO and local
companies we made the SUSTainART exhibition. It was
supported and made during Velenje’s partnership to European capital of culture 2012. The purpose of the exhibition
was to present the environmental, ecological, sustainable
solutions and projects of businesses and organizations of
Šaleška valley. I was responsible for all visual presentations

of the projects exhibited. Objects stimulated visitors senses and their awareness of the environment
through games / animation / sensory experiences.
As the projects presented are very technological and
incomprehensible to many people, we explained them
through humorous quotations in clouds.
Exhibition took place in the Gallery of Velenje from 26
april to 20 may 2012.

